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Words: Ian Fohrman

Japan was a dream. Past, present, and future blending together in one 
indecipherable mix of moments and tiny discoveries. It was a place 
always cemented in my conscious as a dream destination by the ski 

media, Sophia Coppola films, and Murakami novels.  Being there felt 
ephemeral and dreamlike, each moment passing too quickly before 
my eyes and remembering the trip feels like grasping at the strange 
disconnected details of a dream slipping away by the moment. 

san, a caricature of a European man with a huge mustache, posed 
with small children as parents snapped photos.  And, as it had since 
we arrived in this land, the sky pumped out huge white flakes.
 The celebration of the 100th year of skiing in Japan commemo-
rated the first ski lesson taught in the country.  After the Japan�s 
underdog victory in the Russo-Japanese War in 1905 nearly every 
major power had sent observers, both civilian and military, to study 
the unexpected results.  Austria�s observer was Major General The-
odor Edler von Lerch and Lerch was a skier.
 In a time before MSP, Mackdawg, or Powder Magazine, Lerch 
had heard of Japan�s legendary mountains and huge snow totals 
and, like any good skier, he packed his skis for the observation mis-
sion.  The Japanese military observed the mustachioed European 

I need to go back. Two weeks in Japan is a tease, bait for those will-
ing to dive into the unknown. Around every corner was a surprise, a 
peek into something new and unexpected, an invitation to explore 
but there is never enough time for exploring.  Such is the nature of 
traveling through a strange and distant land where even the most 
daily and mundane feels worthy of study.
 Uniformed men, obscured and oddly distorted by the heat 
rising from embers, poked and prodded the luminescent coals.  
They were the custodians of a towering fire celebrating a century 
of sliding on snow in the land of the rising sun.
 Nearby, children slid, rolled, tumbled and dove down a short 
steep snow covered slope while parents looked on.  Men in white 
kimonos tended huge vats of free sake.  A mascot named Reruhi-
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military man sliding down their mountains and, recognizing their 
need for a mountain fighting force, they enlisted Lerch as the 
country�s first ski instructor.
 100 years later, drawn by the same basic urge to slide down 
unknown mountains in deep snow, KC Deane, Duncan Adams, 
Zack Giffin, Adam Ü, Grant Gunderson, and I packed our skis and 
made the journey to the small island.  We pounded free sake dur-
ing a heavy storm cycle in the sleepy town of Myoko and celebrated 
a life built around cold precipitation falling on tumultuous 
topography. 
 Two story tall snowplows began pushing the sledding hill into 
the bonfire officially signaling the end of the party.  We began to 
wander through the carpet of new snow back towards our hotel 
when Bill Ross, our liaison, suggested we duck into an unadorned 
door blending into to the side of an unremarkable building. 
 We stepped out of the snow covered street and into a cozy ref-
uge.  The room glowed a warm dim yellow-orange as light bounced 
through the aged wood interior.  Our skier knees struggled to find 
a comfortable position at our raised table designed for cross-legged 
sitting.  The room felt ancient and insulated from the ticking clock 
of the outside world.  We feasted, toasted and laughed until our 
dark stumble home up the smooth road that had been plowed 
while we ate.
 We awoke to the churning engines of the huge snow plows me-
thodically clearing the roads of the near foot of accumulation that 
fell in a few hours since lay our drunken heads on our rice pillows.  
We walked downstairs and commenced what would become our 
daily routine for the next 10 days.  Eggs poached in the shell over 
sticky rice with fermented soy beans and an assortment of seaweeds, 
beans, and pickled fish in our hotel lobby before trading kimonos 
for ski gear and slippers for boots.  
 We could ski straight through town, down the main street, 
through the 15+ foot tall snow banks, and to the base chair.
 We gawked, giggled, pointed, and yelled on our first ride up the 
main chair on Akakura Kanko, one of five resorts on Mt. Myoko.
 “Look at that line!”
 “Holy sh#$... NO.. look at that one!”

 “I’m taking that one!”
 The mental images and expectations we had formed though years 
of ski media consumption were fulfilled in the vivid two inches an hour 
snowfall over the pillow-line Mario-land reality all around us.  Still in 
a haze of jetlag and overseas overstimulation the day became a blur of 
face shots, hippy hollers, cliff lines, back flips, and joy personified.
 After we squeezed every last drop of energy out of our bodies 
and milked the day of hours we were forced off the mountain.  We 
slid in a narcotic daze, stupid smiles on our faces, through the white 
city streets and back to the front of our hotel where we exchanged 
boots back for slippers and headed into the onsen.
 Myoko�s region of Japan is famous for their onsen, Japan�s answer 
to our North American hottub.  Japan is a volcanically active island 
rife with geothermal hotsprings that have developed a culture of 
onsen connoisseurs and have become a central feature of tourism. 
Though the Japanese can claim cultural superiority in many facets 
of life, the Onsen are not coed and alcohol is discouraged giving 
their après scene two major strikes against it.  However, it could 
be argued that they make up for these shortfalls with the peaceful 
natural baths beautifully crafted from giant timbers and stone slab.
 We finished our soak in silence and moved to short plastic stools 
where we sat and washed off the minerals from onsen with fresh 
water from a shin high spigot, a bucket, and a small cup and headed 
to meet Bill for dinner.
 Bill Ross was our translator, guide, and gracious host in a place 
that would be nigh impossible for a group of mono-linguistic ski-
ers to successfully navigate unassisted.  Bill is a tall, almost gangly 
man who dawns a perpetual smile that ranges from merely content 
to childlike and mischievous.  He has built a family and a life for 
himself in Myoko and become a well known fixture in town.  He 
chose to settle here to be close to its unspoiled mountains and sur-
rounded by a culture of quirky happy mountain people.
 The following days on hill we barely strayed from the main 
Akakura Kanko chair.  The two valleys directly under the chairlift 
offered enough pillow lines, cliff drops, and features for everyone 
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to get a shot each run and usually by the time we finished sessioning 
a feature, the last feature had completely filled back in with new 
snow.  KC did hand drags, rodeos, and backflips off of avalanch 
barriers, Duncan sent every cliff in sight and dropped switch 540�s 
off of natural features - every move dripping with style, Adam Ü did 
lincoln loops, and Zack Giffin dropped an impressive array of tricks 
including a gangster-stomped tranny-finder cork 720 and finished 
the day scoping, building and flipping a road gap in the dark by 
himself.  In between the mayhem we took peaceful silent tree runs 
in untouched perfect wait deep snow as a group.
 Our days were spent burrowing through bottomless white glory 
and our nights were filled with cultural and culinary exploration.  
One night Bill took us to a tiny space owned and run by Sennin 
Okagami-san, a local mountain guide who besides cooking and 
bartending at his own establishment is known as the town�s only 
cross-dresser.  The box-like space contained 4 bar seats and one 
low table that could seat 12 if everyone was familiar.  We put in a 
vague order, more a list of preferences, and our meal arrived as 
many small portion servings of chef�s choice: tiny brine shrimp, 
fried fingerling fish, and the famous okonamiyaki (japanese pan-
cake, literally translated as �what you like�-�grilled�).  The sparse wall 
space was lined with jars of edible mountain flora; roots, stalks, and 
shoots collected by Okagami-san through his years of guiding in the 
mountains.
 The experience was emblematic of Myoko and what it meant to 
Bill.  It was small and welcoming, accepting of the eccentric and 
the passionate, and careful to savor the good stuff.  In this case, 
heart clogging pancakes, delicious sea creatures, sake, and good 
company.
 Time moves quickly in paradise and just as we had settled into 
our routine it was time to move.  It was a difficult decision, as it 
always is, to leave something we knew and loved to explore the 
unknown, but exploration was the handle so on we went.
 After a quick stop in a tourist trap town and an overpriced meal 
we headed to the monkey onsen.  The monkey onsen is a famous 
national park where a short hike leads tourists to a series of hot 
springs patronized by snow monkeys.  Surprisingly the monkeys 
were indifferent to the throngs of tourists shoving cameras in the 
their faces as they munched on plant-life, groomed, and lounged 
lackadaisically.  Their features were jarringly anthropomorphic and 
there was something heavy about looking at their fingerprints as 
they glanced out of the corner of their eyes to momentarily note 
your presence before closing them and ignoring the circus around 

them.  Thankfully the mood couldn�t remain too heavy while one 
monkey across the pool peed on an oblivious tourist�s back as he 
stared into his viewfinder.
 We drove though small cities that if not for the Japanese charac-
ters on signs could easily be mistaken for any North American city 
of bland commerce.  A quick detour at a gorgeous 4 millennia old 
Buddhist temple and a stop at the Hokusai museum (painter of 
the famous Japanese wave painting) were our last bits of authentic 
culture before ascending to the base of Hakuba.
 Hakuba is the resort accompanying the town of Nagano.  Imme-
diately upon pulling up we recognized that we were in a completely 
different segment of ski life in Japan.  We had exited ma-and-pa 
quaint ski town life and entered an Aussie filled super resort.  We 
pulled up to the gaudy Hotel Le Neige and grabbed some compli-
mentary coffee in fine china tea cups.
 Dave was our guide in Hakuba.  A dreadlocked Canadian expat, 
Dave had been in Hakuba for 18 years guiding skiing in the winter 
and catfishing tours in the summer.  He is easy going, knowledge-
able and able to talk the strict Japanese lifties, who brush the snow 
off of every chair, occupied or not, and won’t abide a skier standing 
before the “unload here” marker, into one last run past closing; 
a remarkable feat that in itself more than proved his mettle as a 
guide.
 Dave took us on a short skin up a ridgeline on Hapone (TK?) 
and into the steep surreal forests.  It was easy to see why the Japa-
nese used to forbid skiing in these forests based on the belief that 
they are sacred and filled with spirits.  The twisting beech trees rose 
from the cold costal powder with thier splotchy camouflage trunks 
morphing into a dentritic web of branches contrasting the milky 
sky.  It wasn�t that we didn�t see the forest as sacred or couldn�t feel 
the spirits but we felt them better served and appreciated by arcing 
huge ecstatic turns through the deep stashes of crystals that they 
protected.  As usual there was zero competition for fresh turns.
 On our third day with Dave the skies parted and we saw the sun 
shone for almost the first time on the trip. Hakuba was rumored 
to have some of the best above treeline riding in Japan and Dave 
knew that as soon as we had the chance we wanted to get into the 
high alpine.  We had been in heavy snowfall since we arrived and 
hadn�t had a chance to view anything more than 100 yards in front 
of us.   As we loaded the TK chair we caught our first glimpse of 
the mountains.  Huge flanking ridgelines spanned 180 degrees of 
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horizon.  Each ridge sent hundreds of shred-able spines meander-
ing down to the valley floor; a lifetime of aesthetic lines.
 From the top of the chair we booted up a couple hundred feet 
and put our skins on in gale force winds.  During the entirety of our 
short 40 minute tour up the ridge we ogled the lines surrounding 
us.  Dave had skied many of them but 18 years is not nearly enough 
time to have made a dent in the visible checklist.
 “There are a ton of really cool lines that just don’t get skied 
because you have to pass up so much good stuff on the way there.” 
Dave explained
 With a limited window of good light we took the closest ridgeline 
and skied 2k feet of perfect consolidated powder over mellow spines 
rolling to the valley floor.  Dave�s friend picked us up and we were 
able to squeeze one last run before watching the sun drop over 
distant ridgelines silhouetting the fibrous tree line and turning the 
world around us into a live action Hokusai landscape.
 Our last day in Hakuba was storm skiing and felt like we were 
back in Myoko.  We took lap after lap though featured gulleys and 
perfectly spaced beech trees in double-overhead powder. 
 After much chair lift debate the group decided to split for the 
last 2 days of the trip.  Gunderson, Deane, and Ü opted for one 
more day of unadulterated pow skiing and Giffin, Adams, and I 
decided to venture towards Tokyo.  While another day in paradise 
was beyond tempting it felt like more of the same while Tokyo felt 
like the chance to cram in just a little more adventure before the 
moment we had to board an outbound plane, a moment we felt 
weighing heavy already.
 One of the most surprising discoveries of the trip was that Japan 
is predominantly a cash only country and ATM�s are harder to come 
by than sunny days.  We boarded the bullet train from Hakuba to 
Tokyo with bags full of wet ski gear after a panic pack straight off 
the hill.  We mined our combined pockets we were able to come 
up with 455 Yen (about $5.50).  We had serious debates about 
the nourishment/satiation potential of packaged mystery meat vs. 
larger selections of candies and settled upon a combo purchase 
that we rationed cautiously throughout the ride.
 We were sure that once in the Tokyo train station we would find 
an ATM, leisurely grab a beer and get our destination address via 
skype, and jump on a train to the house.  What we found was the 

closest ATM was at least 10 blocks away, the trains stop running at 
10pm (it was now a quarter till), and WiFi is easier to find in rural 
India than Tokyo. 
 We knew the general neighborhood where we were headed 
and had $40 US Dollars in emergency funds.  Unfortunately the 
only option for currency conversion we could find was waving a 
US $20 in the air doing our best charade version of �we�re hopeless 
American�s and we�ll give you 40 dollars for 20 worth of Yen so we 
don�t have to sleep in the train station�.  Hopeless American came 
across easily and two hands by the head as a pillow seems to trans-
late well as �sleeping� but the rest was as good as lost.  Luckily the 
hopeless American part proved enough and in an act of profound 
charity a Japanese business man looked at our scribbled Engrish 
version of a destination and not only led us like lost children to the 
right train but rode with us to our stop bowing and ushering us off.  
We spent the rest of the night at a late night drunk food spot near 
Zack�s sister�s boyfriend, Shia�s, house.
 The next 48 hours was a sensory assault.  Shia printed us what 
looked more like a complicated schematic for constructing a space 
shuttle than a city map and scrawled some basic directions to areas 
that might be of interest.  We headed out without a true destination 
and began wandering though a tide of people ebbing and flowing 
though the streets unrelentingly.  Day morphed into night as we 
wandered gawking at the rhythm and organized chaos.  The stream 
of people continued to flow around us.
 Japan is a hard place to know.  It is certainly not somewhere that 
can be summarized in an article or experienced in a single short 
visit.  It reveals its true self in tiny doses and just as the Japanese 
language is a listener�s language, reveling in the art of ambiguity, 
the people and the country as a whole reveal their deep history and 
character in measured but beautiful glimpses. 
 Head pressed against the cold glass I stared out the window 
of the elevated train headed to Narita Airport.  In the small gap 
between tan stucco and grey brick of block buildings that looked 
as though they�d be more at home in Eastern Europe I caught a 
glimpse of a hidden sanctuary.  Intricately latticed sliding doors 
surrounded by perfectly manicured minimalist trees; the inviting 
entrance to a traditional temple.  The train sped on.
 I need to go back.


